The murine W/c-kit and Steel loci and the control of hematopoiesis.
The experiments summarized here indicate that germ-line mutations in either the c-kit receptor tyrosine kinase (W mutants) or its ligand (Sl) lead to profound and pleiotropic developmental defects, including abnormalities within the hematopoietic system. These observations parallel findings in other developmental systems, notably the fruit fly Drosophila, that receptor tyrosine kinases play key roles in the determination of cell fate and the elaboration of developmental programs. Thus, it appears that the processes of hematopoiesis, melanogenesis, and gametogenesis in mammals involve a similar strategy to that used in other species for transmitting and receiving positional cues during development. Finally, it is interesting to note that what began as an attempt to understand the molecular basis of coat color mutations in the mouse has led to the identification of a key cell-signalling pathway in the development of at least three cell lineages in mammals. Further analysis of the W/Sl pathway should provide a more complete understanding of the early events in hematopoiesis, and may also lead to novel therapeutic applications involving the protein product of the Sl locus.